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Key Observations of July 2022 

Bulls were back in action, as the INDEX gained 8.73% and recovered above its past two months of lost ground. During start of the month INDEX has registered a low at 15511 levels 

and has now closed above 17000 marks. In the Last week of trade the all-important Fed meet was scheduled and on expected line it hiked interest rate by 75BPS. Also the quarterly 

result season was underway and sector specific action movement was witnessed, however with IT sector facing margin pressure with dark cloud of recession in the USA and Europe 

looming large global market remained under pressure, while Chemical and Banking sector has given very good result so far adding to the strength. FII continued to be net seller for 

the month and weakness in rupee wherein it hit record low in the month of July is a bit concerning factor for the market. Few stocks which can give good return for this calendar 

year would be CLEAN LIFE SCIENCE, MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA, HDFCLIFE, AMIORG, SONACOMS, HAL, SBILIFE, COROMANDEL, JUBFOOD, TATACHEM, BEL, and MAZDOCK. 

 

 
  

Nifty Monthly Chart 

Nifty Outlook 

Short Term Neutral 
  
Medium Term Neutral 
  
Long Term Positive 

 

Nifty Technical Data 

Monthly Closing  17158 
Monthly High  17172 
Monthly Low  15511 
Monthly Bias:    Neutral 
Support Level: 16500 15500 
Resistance Level: 17800 18600 

Moving Averages 
50 DSMA  16138 
200 DSMA  17025 
200 WEEK MOVING AVG.  13317 

 

Nifty Outlook for the Month of August 2022 

Nifty started the month on a negative note as it registered a low at 15511 levels, however, the bulls were back in action, and the entire month we saw higher top 

higher bottom formation. During the month INDEX gained by 8.73% and has now closed above the 17000 mark. As per technical we are observing the “Engulfing 

Bullish” Candlestick pattern, which may lead to a further rally above 17173 high. During July month India's VIX traded in the range of 15-22 levels which observed 

less volatility as compared to the previous month (which was good for the market). The support for the month can be seen in the range of 16,500-15,500 levels 

whereas the major trend reversal can be seen on a close below 15,500 levels. Technically we believe at the higher side the levels of 17,300- 17,500 might see 

some profit booking as the INDEX has already rallied by 1989 points from its swing low of 15183 levels, we maintain cautious and profit booking view, as after the 

bullish formation in July, the possibility of a breather in the current month cannot be ruled out. 

From the flows side, FII for the fourth consecutive month of the fresh financial year has been sellers in the Indian equity markets. FII's net outflow was Rs. 

6567.71 crores in the domestic equities market compared to the previous month when they were sellers of Rs. 58112.37 crores. While on the other hand, 

Domestic Institutional Investors (DIIs) continued their buying momentum from last march 2021. DIIs were net buyers of Rs. 10546.02 crores compared to the 

previous month where they were a net buyer of Rs. 46599.23 crores.  

Sectorial snapshot, July month all indices had a positive clean sweep, as NIFTY METAL and NIFTY REALTY were the best performing sector for July Month, posting 

a positive return of around 17%. NIFTY IT, NIFTY MEDIA, NIFTY FMCG, NIFTY AUTO, and NIFTY PHARMA closed in the green with the gain of 4.7%, 9.5%, 12.8%, 

7.2%, and 5.08% respectively. 
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Bank Nifty Outlook for the Month of August 2022 

Nifty Bank started the July month on a flat note, overall, the first week of the month was under pressure and it had closed in the RED. During the 2nd week, the 

bulls were more aggressive and registered a strong bull candle close, after which the INDEX has been trading with a positive bias and registered a high at 37754 

levels. Overall at the monthly close, the INDEX was up by 12 %. The Nifty PSU Bank index was the outperformer compared to PVT bank from month to month. 

Both indices closed in the positive territory with a gain of around 14%.  

On the monthly chart, the INDEX has formed an Engulfing bullish pattern suggesting that some more steam is left in the INDEX and this can lead to a rally towards 

its prior monthly swing at 41,830 levels. Bias for the month is bullish (probability of profit booking cannot be ruled; hence if we witness any declines, then it 

should be viewed to enter long trades). 

In the coming trading sessions, If Bank Nifty manages to hold and close above 38000 levels then upside momentum can be possible. Any breach of 32200 levels 

the correction can be towards 30500 or below 30000 levels. For the month, 33000 would be a strong support zone while on the upside; resistance would be at 

39400 and 41800 levels. 

Kindly Note: Bank Nifty has shown signs of recovery now and expects it to do some catch-up rally going forward. It is always advisable to stay with the leaders of 

the banking sector and avoid small size banking stocks at least at the current juncture. Investors can accumulate quality value picks systematically but be selective 

and try to stick with market leaders HDFCBANK–KOTAK BANK-ICICIBANK-SBIN-AXISBANK. 

 

Bank Nifty Outlook  

Short Term Positive 
  
Medium Term Positive 
  
Long Term Positive 

 

Bank Nifty Technical Data 

Monthly Closing  37491 

Monthly High  37754 
Monthly Low  33080 

Monthly Bias:    Positive 
Support Level: 34800 33000 

Resistance Level: 39400 41800 

Moving Averages 
50 DSMA  34729 
200 DSMA  36400 
200 WEEK MOVING AVG.  30435 

 

Banking Sector Performer 

Top Outperformer 
INDUSINDBANK 

IDFCFIRSTB 

  

Top Underperformer 
AUBANK 

BANDHANBANK 

 

Bank Nifty Monthly Chart 
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